ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In the industry today, data categorization could be the single most important problem -categorize people according to income, categorize customers according to purchase patterns, categorize items according to price and the list goes on. The underlying data for categorization could have any form whatsoever -structured, unstructured, labelled, unlabelled, adhering to assumptions or, not.
In a scenario where the data points are unlabelled, the purpose of categorization would be simply to study the underlying pattern of the data and problems such as these are typically tackled under the realm of clustering [1] . In its core, clustering is an exploratory tool for data analysis and has been used in several fields such as statistics, document retrieval, image segmentation [2], biological sciences [3] , psychology [4] etc. for some time now. In this paper, we are going to study a novel clustering technology that outperforms existing methods particularly well when the intrinsic clusters are of varying variability, shape& size. This more accurate clustering in turn helps reduce the noise points and makes the anomaly detection more accurate.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Cluster analysis is a challenging task and despite being studied by numerous authors for decades it still has some documented issues associated with it. This is primarily due to the vagueness of the success criterion of the problem -clustering attempts at separating unlabelled data into meaningful groups with minimal input from user; however, what defines meaningful is dependent on the application at hand. In the most general of meanings the objects are clustered or grouped based on the principle of maximizing the intraclass similarity and minimizing the interclass similarity [5] . The diverse application potential along with the heterogeneity of the data associated with these applications have given birth to several clustering techniques over the years. Below, we present a brief high-level review of these techniques.
Traditionally clustering techniques are roughly divided into hierarchical and partitioning [6] methods.
Hierarchical clustering defines a dendrogram representing nested groups of objects which represent a hierarchical relationship of these objects [7] . One can either start with a singleton and recursively merge clusters as deemed appropriate: this is known as agglomerative (bottom-up) technique. Reversely, one may start by putting all the points into one cluster and recursively split each cluster into daughter clusters until a stopping criterion is achieved, such methods are known as divisive (top-down). Example of hierarchical clusters are BIRCH [8] , ROCK [9] etc. These algorithms are especially useful when data might have some inherent hierarchical structure and/or features in the data are of varying type. However, they typically tend to be of higher time complexity, also they suffer from the vagueness of the stopping criterion.
On the other hand, partitioning methods cluster the data directly and not in gradual steps. One kind of partitioning method typically attempt at iteratively finding certain centres of data as representative of a cluster and build cluster around those centres. K-means [10] and K-medoid [11] are renowned cluster techniques that use this method. Although these methods are more computationally efficient, they perform poorly when clusters are non-convex and/or data has outliers. The number of clusters is also user -defined which calls for domain knowledge.
Another kind of partitioning method is popularly known as density-based clustering, herehighdensity data spaces are identified and points in those spaces are put in the same cluster. DBSCAN is the most well-known density-based clustering technique [12] . OPTICS [13] is another such algorithm which attempts at alleviating shortcomings of DBSCAN. One major characteristic of these methods is the number of clusters to be found is not user -defined and hence it allows for more flexibility. Also, these algorithms typically don't cluster all the points and may leave some points as noise points which may be treated as potential anomalies. Density based algorithms have proven to be improvement over other partitioning methods when data may have arbitrary shape and/or outliers; however, have historically failed to captured clusters of varying densitythis drawback is precisely what we are hoping to eliminate while retaining all the aforementioned advantages.
Coming to Anomaly detection, it deals with the problem of finding points in data that do not conform to expected behaviour [14] .As in the case of clustering defining what is expected or normal is the most difficult job and is typically application dependent. Most basic approaches [15] [16] use the method of flagging off the most extreme points, points which typically fall beyond a certain threshold, these thresholds are mostly higher quantiles. Even though, the approach might be non-parametric, it fails to look at any more than what the data has to suggest at its surface. Another parametric alternative, Minimum Volume Ellipsoid estimation (MVE) [17] fits the smallest permissible ellipsoid volume around the majority of the data which represents densely populated normal region anomaly detection techniques such as to their intuitive approache and interpretability. A comprehensive survey on outlier detection methods can be found in [19] .
We however, instead of looking for anomalies overall, look for anomalies cluster. The motivation behind such approach is the understanding that a in the space may be an anomaly or, it could simply be whereas a point lying close to a densely populated cluster an absolute sense; but in a relative sense, architecture, a relative density traditional methods by identifying p
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Motivation
An important property of many real characterized by global density parameters reveal clusters in different regions of the data space. For example, detect the clusters , , simultaneously using one global Here, we should note that this synthetic 2D dataset will be used several times for illustration purposes; this contains three Gaussi introduced outliers , , ,
The aforementioned drawback of density understood as following: if the density of the high density cluster parameter then many a points in lower density, on the other hand if density of will be over-fragmented by algorithms such as DBSCAN Figure2.
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densely populated normal region. Among other outlier detection techniques, d such as Local Outlier Factor (LOF) [18] are also very popular d and interpretability. A comprehensive survey on outlier detection nstead of looking for anomalies overall, look for anomalies with respect to every otivation behind such approach is the understanding that a point lying further apart anomaly or, it could simply be part of a different lower-density whereas a point lying close to a densely populated cluster may not present itself as anomalous in a relative sense, may be a potential outlier. Precisely due to this architecture, a relative density-based clustering approach such as REDCLAN outperforms traditional methods by identifying potential outliers more accurately and robustly.
BASED CLUSTERING AND ANOMALY
An important property of many real-data sets is that their intrinsic cluster structure cannot be parameters [13] . Very different local densities may be needed to reveal clusters in different regions of the data space. For example, in Figure 1 ,it is not possible to simultaneously using one global density parameter. we should note that this synthetic 2D dataset will be used several times for illustration purposes; this contains three Gaussian clusters of varying density , , and 4 deliberately rementioned drawback of density-based clustering techniques (such as DBSCAN the density of the high density cluster is taken as the global density many a points in , will be seen as noise points -as they have (relatively) , on the other hand if density of is taken as the global density parameter then fragmented by algorithms such as DBSCAN [12] , as is evident in the following 27 density-based lso very popular due and interpretability. A comprehensive survey on outlier detection with respect to every point lying further apart density cluster; may not present itself as anomalous in Precisely due to this based clustering approach such as REDCLAN outperforms cluster structure cannot be Very different local densities may be needed to igure 1,it is not possible to we should note that this synthetic 2D dataset will be used several times for illustration and 4 deliberately such as DBSCAN) can be is taken as the global density as they have (relatively) is taken as the global density parameter then as is evident in the following To overcome this problem, one needs to consider density relative to its neighbour, something called relative density, which will be formally defined later -this essentially means the density parameter for considering a set of points to be included in a cluster or to be left as noise points, will vary from point to point.
As we understand, after the clustering step we will have clusters and noise points; The natural next step for a data categorization algorithm such as ours would be to find outliers in the data; which we will accomplish by using a weighted rank-based anomaly detection technique. Since, the performance of outlier detection algorithms depends on how good the clustering algorithm captures the structure of cluster [20] -this algorithm provides significant improvement in datasets comprised of clusters of varying density.
Definitions
The following definitions will be used while describing the algorithm. First, consider the set of all -dimensional points in the given data to be denoted by = , . . . ,
For what follows, whenever we mention for a point , it is understood ∈ .Whenever distance of two points , ∈ is discussed, we assume the natural Euclidean distance: , =
• kNN -neighbourhood: If is the distance between and its nearest neighbour, then denote the set of nearest neighbors of by = ∈ \ : , ≤
• Adaptive Bandwidth: Suppose, for a point , we have its kNN neighborhood , and given fixed ! > 0 Δ = %&' , : ∈ ( = %)* , :
we form an adaptive bandwidth around the point p as following • Core Points: A point will be denoted as core point if it has high relative density, i.e. for some threshold @ a point will be denoted a core point iff 4 < ' ≥ @ authors typically determine @ using bootstrap on the entire set of relative densities The set of core points will be denoted by ℭ
• Directly Reachable: A point is said to be directly reachable from another point iff
• Reachable: A point is said to be reachable from another point iff • Outlierness:Outlierness of a point is a function of the weighted sum of its rank w.r.t. its neighbour. Suppose ∈ . Define weights by
Essentially, if is part of a cluster (noise point) then E divided among its components
With this weightage scheme in hand
Methodology
Next, we will discuss the algorithm demonstrate the anatomy of the algorithm by using it on the synthetic dataset shown in Fig 1. I. Core Point Detection: The very first step would be done with the help of definition 4. Since, the core point density and not absolute density across all the clustersalgorithm.
II.
Clustering:Given the set of core points The clustering logic will be the following logic. is part of a cluster define, E = | | if is not part of any cluster = 1. This is to say every cluster has weight 1 which is divided among its components. age scheme in hand Outlierness will be defined as
Next, we will discuss the algorithm in detail and why/how it works. It might be helpful to trate the anatomy of the algorithm by using it on the synthetic dataset shown in Fig 1. The very first step would be to find the set of core points done with the help of definition 4. Since, the core points are defined based on relative ity and not absolute density -we can note (as in Fig 3) , the core points will be spread -both dense and sparse ones, this forms the backbone of our Given the set of core pointsℭ, we will cluster the points into separate clusters. The clustering logic will be the following logic.
to be the clustering function which assigns a cluster number to every * = | | : union of and the set of points directly reachable from
is not part of any cluster . This is to say every cluster has weight 1 which is equally and why/how it works. It might be helpful to trate the anatomy of the algorithm by using it on the synthetic dataset shown in Fig 1. find the set of core points ℭ, this is defined based on relative ), the core points will be spread both dense and sparse ones, this forms the backbone of our , we will cluster the points into separate clusters. This is a one-time breadth a b : the used in determin higher the value of the lower number of core points will be found, and more and more core points will be concentrated towards the denser cluster a c : the used in determining the reac of fewer clusters will be found
III.
Anomaly Detection: At the end of step II noise points maybe either them potential outliers. Our algorithm of potential outliers using the weighted rank Now, for a suitable threshold,
end if end if end while
Note, authors have used Outlierness. At the end of this step (Fig  outlierstatus. 
IV.
Cluster Proposal:In this cluster for the set of points anomalies. User may choose to run this step, or may ignore it and keep non noise points as is based on application requirement This is a rather easy task as we already have somewhat l the e cluster -We do the following: At the end of this step (Fig 5) , If Ψ = −1, this means the point is assigned an In this optional final step, we wrap up the process by suggesting a ster for the set of points : g = 0 , i.e. points which are noise points but not User may choose to run this step, or may ignore it and keep non noise points as is based on application requirement This is a rather easy task as we already have somewhat labelled scenario. Let, We do the following:
.∈ i &Kf%)* ( 0 then hile calculating this means the point is assigned an final step, we wrap up the process by suggesting a noise points but not User may choose to run this step, or may ignore it and keep non-anomalous o. Let, j denote
end if end if end while
As we see (Fig 6.) this clears up the remaining points by assigning them a cluster closest to them. This concludes our algorithm
EXPERIMENTS
In this section we show results of the experiments we have performed over datasets, only 2D datasets is demonstrated here partly because similar data sets have been used most extensively by other authors clustering on 2D data sets by naked eye scenarios such as these.
Benchmarks
For comparison purposes, we will be using two other algorithms. First is DBSCAN, which is probably the most renowned and most used density based clustering proposed in [24] such as k-means, DBSCAN, CURE anatomy of these two matches identifying core points and building clusters around them. All of these do not require number of clusters to be defined by user and works better than other methods when applied on spatial data. However, as mentioned earlier: Whil handle data containing clusters of differi points cannot identify the core points of varying density clusters; something that SNN seems to alleviate, proving to be superior in terms of identifying clusters of widely different shapes, sizes, and densities.
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For comparison purposes, we will be using two other algorithms. First is DBSCAN, which is Second is SNN which has shown empirical superiority over similar methods etc. We have chosen these two algorithms as the revolve around the idea of identifying core points and building clusters around them. All of these do not require number of and works better than other methods when applied on spatial data. e DBSCAN can find clusters of arbitrary shapes, it cannot based definition of core points cannot identify the core points of varying density clusters; something that SNN seems to eviate, proving to be superior in terms of identifying clusters of widely different shapes, sizes, Authors would like to emphasize, since the parametrization of all three algorithms used here are very fluid and different values of parameters provide vastly different results, we have experimented with a wide array of inputs for all of the algorithms, and will only be sharing the best outcomes for individual algorithms and their corresponding input values.
Synthetic Dataset 1
Coming first is the dataset we have used for illustration purposes throughout the paper; Figures 6, 7show how DBSCAN and SNN perform on this dataset respectively We can see even at its best, DBSCAN fails miserably -over-fragmenting which is the lowdensity cluster and mixing the other two higher-density cluster together all the while creating plenty of noise point for the user to deal with. SNN on the other hand is quite adept at handling clusters with varying density identifying the clusters near perfectly, however, it fails to observe the anomalies, labelling some points as anomalies when they are actually part of clusters and failing to identify 1 out of the 4 outliers. However, one should acknowledge SNN as a huge improvement over more traditional DBSCAN. Fig 8 shows REDCLAN almost perfectly identifies every cluster and also recognises 4 (and only 4) outliers in the dataset, only mis-classifying one point which as a boundary point. This dataset provides a great case study -on one hand without doubt our algorithm surpasses DBSCAN, it also enjoys a unique edge over algorithms such as SNN which do correct for varying density but don't have any way of differentiating between noise points created and actual outliers. This makes REDCLAN somewhat Swiss army knife for data mining tasks -which is reflected not only in quality of result but also user-friendliness and satisfaction. 
Synthetic Dataset 2
This dataset (Fig 9) was originally part of CHAMELEON [23] study and is publicly available as part of the R package 'seriation' [26] . We can see 8 different clusters of vastly different shape, size and density floating in a pool of noise points. This appears to be a comprehensive test of competence for algorithms working on low-dimensional spatial data.
The results of the algorithms on this data can be viewed in Figures10,11,12.
Again, one can note similar results and a clear hierarchy of proficiency among the three algorithms, DBSCAN when faced with various degrees of densities gives unsatisfactory results; unnecessarily creating smaller clusters in a low-density cluster and merging two higher density cluster just as earlier. SNN,as expected, performs better than DBSCAN at least in terms of identifying lower -density clusters correctly. However, it falls short of the accuracy it gained in the previous dataset. In fact, we can see merging of higher -density cluster here too: possibly due to inability to adapt to such changes in density in the data. Moreover, the pool of noise points creates problems for SNN; it ends up creating small inconsequential clusters among these points. The ability of REDCLAN in dealing with all these issues can be demonstrated here. It again outperforms the other two methods by pinpointing the 8 clusters and the surrounding noise points. One can notice however, few noise points are assigned a cluster number -this is due to the fact that they are so close to the cluster spatially, they almost act as boundary points. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a novel technique of clustering and anomaly detection where both work in a complementary fashion. We have established the case for identification of varying density clusters which is the most practical case owing to the multifarious nature of the data. Our methodology shows notable improvements over previous density-based clustering methods like DBSCAN and SNN which are popularly used. Even though we have demonstrated the performance on synthetic datasets for the sake of comparison with previous methods, our technique particularly becomes effective while dealing with various problems in e-commerce and finance. Identifying various minute classes of substitutes or finding database anomalies from a large streaming data or identifying anomalous behaviour in the buyer-seller network are some of the prominent use-cases where our method has seen success.
